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cromer and sheringham art and literary festival

Project Evaluation for COAST 2014
MEETING OUR AIMS & OBJECTIVES
Coast’s main aim was to build on momentum and continue to work with
local communities to stage an inclusive, multidisciplinary, quality arts
festival, within budget, over autumn half-term week.
Coast 2014 began in Feb half-term with 1 film/drama workshop for
young people at Sheringham Little Theatre (a hangover from Coast 13
Inspired by Film). In Aug and Sept Coast hosted 2 fundraising events
at Templewood with home-cooked refreshments and live musical
entertainment from the Ketts Hill Gang and Norfolk Dixieland Jazz.

a 2014 Coast festival poster

In the lead-up to the festival Coast organised 2 open submission
competitions - Poppy Painting and Short Films. Both attracted amateur
and professional makers of all ages. All poppy entries were exhibited
at The Atrium for the duration of Coast week and all film entries were
shown at a special screening with tapas in Sheringham Little Theatre’s
Hub on Tue 28 Oct.
The main festival ran for 11 days from Thursday 23 Oct to Sunday 2 Nov
2014. During this period Coast facilitated the delivery of 40 diverse and
accessible happenings including:
•
•
•
•

AFRICAN DRUMMING
with Anna Mudeka

•
•
•

2 free launches and Private Views (for Coast and the poppy painting
competition)
16 free participative sessions or workshops for families (in drawing,
printing, African drumming as part of Norfolk Black History Month,
creative writing, poetry and filmmaking with BBC Voices)
10 free exhibitions (including NOVA Rocket which opened on 1
October and ran for a full month)
1 exhibition with an entrance fee at Muckleburgh which will remain
for part of the 2015 season
4 ticketed poetry and literature events
3 ticketed music events (including a participatory Ceilidh and a
community choir sing-a-long)
4 other ticketed events (including a circus show, guided beach walk,
talk and film comp screening)

70% of these events were FREE. Others were priced between £3 and
£17.50 with a £7.46 average ticket price (just £2.24 when free events
are taken into consideration). 5 events were sold out.
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Coast’s main aim was to
build on momentum and
continue to work with local
communities to stage an
inclusive, multidisciplinary,
quality arts festival, within
budget, over autumn halfterm week.

We also worked with partners to maximise promotional opportunities
and ensure excellent audiences at these 12 associated happenings:
• The NO/WHERE Fringe Festival at The Atrium including 4
Halloween-themed events:
°° Writing for Horror Workshop for Adults - £4 admission - 15
participants
°° Halloween Crafts Kids Workshop - FREE admission - 80
participants
°° Spooky Sounds & Shapes Family Workshop - £2.50 admission 16 participants
°° Adult Cabaret - £11 admission - 95 in audience
• 7 activities at Belfry Arts Centre’s Colour & Light project including a
launch, exhibition, talk, 3 demonstrations (all FREE) and a workshop
(£50 fee).
• 1 Sheringham & Cromer Choral Society Remembrance Concert in
St Peter’s Church on 8 Nov.

Beach walk

Combined and throughout 2014, Coast provided 57 opportunities for
local residents and visitors to experience visual art and craft, sculpture,
circus, photography and film, poetry and literature, music and dance in
22 locations in Cromer, Sheringham and the neighbouring towns/villages
of North Walsham, Overstrand, Sidestrand, Northrepps, Mundesley,
Beeston Regis and Weybourne (including libraries, community halls,
churches, museums, hotels, cafés, shops/galleries, theatres, private
homes, studios, gardens, a school and a beach). In total (with some still
ongoing) these opportunities have:
•
•
•

The Honeybirds

Received 10,875 visitors and participants
Involved 150 amateur performers
Engaged 180 individual volunteers (with 13 trustees and Coast
associates contributing a conservative estimate of 5,000 volunteer
hours (equating to £55,000 at £11 per hour)
• Contributed approx £5,850 (almost 38% of 2014 income) to
Coastfunds
• Promoted the work of 188 local artists (with approx 20 artists selling
£4,000+ worth of works)
• Enabled collaboration with 61 public, private and voluntary sector
organisations. Existing partnerships with funders, venues and/
or contributors were consolidated and new partnerships were
developed, notably with the Muckleburgh Collection and Cromer
Preservation Society.
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... Coast 2015 facilitated the
delivery of 40 diverse and
accessible events ...
... 70% of Coast 2015 events
were FREE ...

Harry Baker with his winning painting

A new website was launched and kept user-friendly and up-to-date by a
professional web manager. Other tried and tested printed publicity and
e-marketing tools were used to great effect. The volume and content
of editorial coverage was improved on 2013 with several features in
the EDP and North Norfolk News as well as in a variety of free local
publications, in which we also advertised for the first time.
Sir Michael Savory at Muckleburgh

... the volume and content
of editorial coverage was
improved ...

Film-making workshop

Coast became a registered charity in 2013 with objects to:
• Advance the education of the public in the subject of visual and
performance art in all its forms.
• Promote art for the benefit of the public by the establishment &
maintenance of an arts festival.
• Following evaluation of Coast 2013, the Coasttrustees set strict
parameters for the delivery of a more focussed, self-contained Coast
festival in 2014 in order to:
• Augment the partnerships that had been established to date.
• Continue the aim to extend the season and meet local funding
requirements.
• Provide continuity in terms of timing i.e. autumn half-term week.
• Retain a strong kids/family participative element.
• Maintain audiences by minimising programme “clashes”.
• Ensure continued involvement and support of local libraries and
other voluntary groups.
• Minimise costs and diversify income to facilitate sustainability.
• Sustain commitment of volunteers by reducing the number of
events requiring direct support from Coasttrustees/associates and
organising these in staffed, accessible venues.
• Attract new volunteers and funding through the development of
fresh collaborative projects whilst supporting other exhibitions and
“fringe” events to run for longer or at different times (e.g. at The
Atrium, Muckleburgh Collection, Belfry Arts Centre and Sheringham
Little Theatre).
With the wave of interest in First World War centenary commemorative
projects, the War & Peace focus seemed appropriate for Coast 2014.
It offered a range of (hitherto unexplored) funding/promotional
opportunities/partnerships without restricting artists’ creativity. It also
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Given the firmer footing of
Coast’s finances, the feedback
received and the reputation/
momentum established over
the last 5 years, at their review
meeting on 12 Dec, the trustees
agreed to develop plans for a
festival again in 2015.
Assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of Coast has helped
to shape plans for Coast 2015:
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This report has been prepared by
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enabled the delivery of a diverse and accessible festival programme,
addressed the possibility of Coast becoming stale or repetitive and gave
trustees the means to reject ill-conceived or irrelevant proposals and
submissions.
The diversity, accessibility and affordability of events ensured that Coast
2014 continued to provide a broad range of opportunities for residents
and visitors alike to experience creativity. Bringing disparate elements
of the community together to address common concerns remained at
the very heart of Coast 2014. Local groups were consulted throughout
its development and the trustees continued to promote and enhance
the economic and social well being of North Norfolk, to support a better
quality of life for everyone, now and for future generations. As well as
the wider public, Coast beneficiaries included tourist industry providers
and small commercial enterprises, most of whom are reliant on exposure
of their products/services for economic sustainability. Where possible
Coast employed local services, purchased local products and drew on
the natural resource of Norfolk’s resident artist population.
The Coast trustees evaluated all aspects of Coast 2014 at their monthly
meeting on 14 Nov 2014. Financial performance was, as with all
voluntary arts organisations, a major consideration. A £15,000 breakeven budget for Coast 2014 had been agreed and was, with huge input
from volunteers and a professional fundraiser, achieved. We tried to
maximise and diversify income by:
• Encouraging a “DIY” approach to events (i.e. artists taking
responsibility for booking a venue and covering all costs without any
contribution from CASALF).
• Promoting events with the potential to yield a small surplus in order
to subsidise free activities for children and families (which are crucial
in maintaining local financial support and audiences).
• Developing a programme of fundraising events and activities
including: 2 garden parties at Templewood, a raffle and 2
competitions.
• Building on Coast’s reputation to establish early pledges from
partners and local authorities, whose support is invaluable in
attracting sponsorship, in kind support and other grant aid.
As a result, the costs of mounting Coast 2014 were £15,382 whilst
income was £15,433 - 39% from grants, 13% from sponsorship &
advertising, 25% from fundraising & donations and 23% from sales.
This was the lowest percentage of grant income since Coast began. It is
also important to note that the value of the project (when you consider
the massive amount of volunteer time, free use of venues, in kind
professional services and discounts) is in excess of £80,000 - an average
of £2,000 per event.
All events were attended, filmed and/or photographically documented
by a Coast representative and comments were invited via the Coast
website and newsletters. To achieve a more impartial viewpoint the
trustees invited all contributors to an open consultation meeting on 4
Dec 2014. The feedback received was largely positive with the majority
of arts contributors, commercial and non-arts venues involved reporting
significant benefits and/or expressing a desire to be involved in future
initiatives.
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